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ECONOMY, ENERGY AND FAIR WORK COMMITTEE 

TIED PUBS (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM            Tennent Caledonian Breweries 

1. What are your views on the Bill overall? Do you think that legislation in this area 

is necessary? 

Tennent‟s is part of C&C Group plc. 

We are Scotland‟s oldest continuing business, having started brewing at Wellpark almost 

500 years ago, in 1556.  

In the 1860‟s we were the largest exporter of beers in the world.  

For many customers and consumers, we are a fabric brand of Scotland.  

We directly employ c600 people and by supplying c80% of Scotland‟s on trade outlets, it is 

fair to say, we contribute significantly to the c400, 000 jobs in Scotland‟s hospitality sector.   

In 1885, Tennent‟s Lager was the first lager in the UK and is only ever made at Wellpark 

Brewery in Glasgow. Our lager is renowned for its quality and its freshness, using the finest 

of ingredients including 100% Scottish barley and fresh highland water from Loch Katrine.  

 No other Scottish brand has invested more in the nation‟s passions in music and sport. 

 We have always taken a leadership position in alcohol promotion and responsibility 

including our support of Minimum Unit Pricing and being the first producer in the UK to 

include nutritional information and the Chief Medical Officer recommended alcohol 

guidelines on our packaging. 

 We are Scotland‟s largest wholesaler, supplying c7, 500 customers, with everything they 

need to run a successful business. 

Since 2014, Tennent‟s has been supportive of legislation to protect PUBCO tenants. Since 

legislation was introduced in England and Wales in 2016, we have campaigned to have 

similar legislation in Scotland that would offer the same protections to PUBCO tenants in 

Scotland as their counterparts in the same multiple pub groups in the rest of GB. 

We acknowledge that the tenancy model has been an entirely legitimate and supportive 

feature of the UK pub market for many years.  However, we believe that failure to introduce 

similar legislation to protect PUBCO tenants in Scotland is detrimental to the long-term 

future of Scottish pubs and brewing.  On a simple question of fairness, PUBCO tenants in 

Scotland now operate at a disadvantage to their counterparts in England and Wales.  If no 

legislation is brought forward, the unique nature of the independent Scottish pub is at threat 

through encroachment from foreign investors and English based PUBCOs. This will reduce 
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choice for Scottish drinkers and increase barriers for local brewers and brands and see 

further value extracted from the Scottish economy. 

In 2014, CGA Strategy undertook a survey of Scottish tied outlets for CAMRA which 

identified that 2 in 3 Scottish publicans are living below the UK Living Wage, 3 in 4 believe 

they are worse off as a result of the tie, 97% believe that the reduced rents do not offset the 

increased prices they pay on beer, and 99% wanting the Scottish Government to act to 

ensure that the same protections afforded to English tenants are extended to Scotland. 

In November 2014, the Westminster Parliament voted to amend the Small Business 

Enterprise and Employment Bill specifically concerning the revision of Part 4, to allow 

changes to the beer tied pub tenancies.  

On 21st July 2016, a new Pub Code came into effect in England and Wales that allows 

tenants of multiple pub operators with more than 500 outlets (PUBCOS) to request a 

market rent only option.  

 

To date, no such legislation has been enacted in Scotland and Scottish tenants of these 

PUBCOs are therefore being left behind.  

The UK Government saw the need to intervene given failure of PUBCOS to address 

weaknesses of the tied pub model and to properly self-regulate (the relationship between 

PUBCO and their tenants is not one of equals). Tenancies in Scotland therefore lack the 

same protections as their counterparts in the same multiple pub groups in the rest of GB. 

Our evidence paper submitted to the Scottish Government in Jan 2015 on behalf of a 

coalition including SLTA, GMB Union, The Scottish Tourism Alliance, The Pubs Advisory 

Service and others in the industry highlighted that  

- THE BEER TIE DISADVANTAGES TENANTS AND EXTRACTS VALUE FROM THE 
SCOTTISH ECONOMY 
 

o Currently, there are around 1,100 Leased & Tenanted outlets in the Scottish 
on trade (CGA Brand Index, 2016). With £28k being taken from each outlet 
by the PUBCO, this represents around £31m being extracted from the 
Scottish economy for the purposes of serving external investors and 
shareholders. 

o In a free of tie model, the publican takes ¾ of the additional margin 
o MRO would inject £23m into Scottish outlets and £8m into Scottish brewing 
o There will be increased value extraction from Scottish economy if the Tied 

Model expands 
 

- TIED OUTLETS ARE MORE LIKELY TO CLOSE 
o 74% of publicans believe they are worse off as a result of the tie, 97% do not 

believe that the reduced rents fully offset the increased beer prices and 66% 
make less than £15k per annum  

o Using CGA‟s Brand Index, - tenanted revenues have declined year on year, 
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and are now 8% lower than 2 years ago; in the free trade, revenues have 
increased and are now +5% greater than 2 years ago 

o Using CGA‟s Outlet Index and reviewing the total number of tenanted versus free 
trade outlets. Between 2013 and the end of 2016, tenanted outlets declined by -
8%, whilst the free trade grew by +3 
 

- RESTRICTED ACCESS TO SCOTTISH BRANDS & BREWERS 
o Scottish consumers prefer Scottish brands 
o In the Scottish free trade, English beers comprise less than 8% of all beer 

consumed 
o Commercial structure of the Beer Tie creates vertical linkage through PUBCO‟s 

to National Brewers 
o In the Scottish tied sector, English beers comprise 16% of beer consumed. 

- Scottish tenants demand same protection as peers in the rest of GB (CGA Strategy – 
Sept 14). 

 

2. Do you think the Bill achieves its aim of improving the relationship between 

pub-owning businesses and their tenants? 

See 7 below 

 

3. Could the Bill have any impact on investment in the pub sector in Scotland? 

One of the key arguments against not introducing tied pub legislation in Scotland is that 

large PUBCOs can provide investment into their tied outlets. 

However, a free trade model does not inhibit investment. For example, Tennents 

Caledonian Breweries have invested over £75 million in our free trade customers in the 

form of loans since 2009.This is well above the investment level made by pub companies in 

Scotland 

Trade loan investments made by suppliers are good examples of how money can be made 

available to entrepreneurial owners of pubs who wish to develop their businesses free of 

the restrictions of relationships with large organisations. In addition to investment in outlets 

brewing companies such as Tennent‟s, who believe in the future of the Scottish drinks 

industry, are investing heavily in tourism and capital equipment. In November 2018, we 

opened a new visitor centre at Wellpark in Glasgow, celebrating our c500 year heritage in 

Glasgow following a £2m investment, and have since welcomed over 40,000 local and 

international visitors through our doors.  In October 2019, we announced a £14m 

investment at Wellpark in environmental and sustainability initiatives including an Anaerobic 

Digestion system and C02 Recovery plant and included commitments to be out of single 

use plastic by 2022, and carbon neutral and only using energy from renewable sources by 

2025.  
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During COVID we have supported customers via a number of measures. These have 

included a wholesale price freeze on own brand beer and cider, a full credit or a swapping 

of “Old for New” on any un-broached kegs of Tennent‟s owned brands, a six-month capital 

and interest payment holiday for our loan customers and a dedicated helpline on how to 

access government support initiates. We also issued social media guidelines to help outlets 

stay in touch with their drinkers and keep them up to date on reopening plans. We also 

distributed a Customer Support booklet covering all elements around recommencement of 

trade including, Personal Protection & Advice, Safe Re-opening Process and Ranging 

Advice.  

Tennent‟s has also supported Scotland‟s on-trade reopening by supplying complimentary 

kegs to c2,000 licenced premises across the country as part of our „Dedicated to You‟ 

campaign, which gifts a pint to the nation. 

The initiative, sees thousands of bars, restaurants, sports venues, social clubs and other 

on-trade outlets across Scotland receive a free keg of Tennent‟s Lager or Tennent‟s Light. 

In addition to thousands of kegs, Tennent‟s is also supporting with the provision of 

complimentary re-opening point of sale (POS) kits to more than 1,000 Scottish outlets.  

4. Should the Scottish Pubs Code apply to all pub owning businesses and tenants 

in Scotland? 

We do not support the provision in the Tied Pub (Scotland Bill) that the Scottish Code to be 

applied to all tied pubs in Scotland 

Tennent‟s support of a Pub Code across GB has been consistent since 2014. 

Our support of tied pub legislation in Scotland is based on the threshold that has existed in 

the rest of GB since 2016.  e.g.  Scottish legislation must apply only to PUBCOs with 500 or 

more pubs throughout GB and the Market Rent Only Option should only apply to those 

PUBCOs. 

 We believe that the evidence is clear on the requirement for Holyrood to safeguard jobs 

and investment by introducing legislation that offers PUBCO tenants in Scotland the same 

level of protection as their counterparts in the rest of the GB. 

A 500 threshold protects the concept of a GB wide single market and is an option that has 

already been tested in the rest of GB.  

If a lower threshold were applied you could end up with a situation where, in the same 

market, that size of pub group is penalised for being Scottish. A lower threshold would 

undermine the success of smaller local Scottish tied pub operators and put at risk their 

commitment to staff and communities and support of local Scottish brands and producers 
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5. Do you have any comments on the role of the Adjudicator?  

The introduction of a Statutory Code and Adjudicator will enshrine in law the principle of fair 

and lawful dealing between multiple pub operators and their tied tenants. 

In the Scottish CGA Survey (Dec 2014), 96% of respondents wanted a statutory code and 

independent adjudicator 

 

The voluntary codes that have existed since the creation of the PUBCOs have failed to 

address the issues / weakness of the tied pub model. Given that this is not a relationship of 

equals (in too many cases tenants are unable to secure a fair share of risk and reward in 

their agreements), a statutory pub code and adjudicator will benefit tenants in the following 

areas. For example, Asymmetric information (PUBCOS have better information than 

tenants) will be addressed by improving information to tenants when they sign leases and 

at rental negotiations. The Adjudicator‟s investigation power might also be used to prevent 

systematic abuses around information provision.  Also, the imbalance of bargaining power 

will be addressed by information provision and improved enforcement. 

An independent statutory adjudicator will have much greater powers and provide stronger 

enforcement than the existing ineffective voluntary dispute resolution mechanisms.  

6. The Policy Memorandum states that the Bill aims to adapt the 2015 Act to 

Scottish circumstances and to avoid problems experienced in implementing the 

Act in England and Wales. Do you think the Bill meets these aims?  

7. The Bill proposes that tied tenants have the option to apply to their pub owning 

business for a quote for a ‘Market rent only’ (MRO) contract. Do you agree with 

this proposal and how do you think it would work in practice? 

A Market Rent Only option should be available to Scottish tenants as pub-owning 

companies (with 500 or more tied outlets across GB) need the threat of tenants going free-

of-tie before they will offer their tenants a fair tied deal. The market rent only option also 

helps address the imbalance in bargaining power as a free of tie offer will allow tenants to 

make a more straightforward comparison between the tied and free of tie business model. 

Giving tenants an additional choice means they are in a stronger bargaining position and 

pub companies will have to work harder if they want the tenant to choose to remain tied.  

The main benefit of the market rent only offer is to ensure fair treatment of tenants in line 

with the principle that tied tenants should be no worse off than free of tie tenants. This will 

be achieved by enhancing tenants‟ bargaining power and ensuring any dispute is resolved 

in a fair way. Under this option a tied tenant that thinks they will be better off being free of 

tie can choose to be free of tie. The existence of the option also gives the tenant more 

bargaining power where pub owning companies want to keep tenants tied. This should 

allow them to get better deals even where they don‟t exercise the option.  
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A Market Rent Only option will also help improve consumer choice and benefit smaller 

brewers who will be offered more routes to market as tied licensees will no longer have 

stocking requirements imposed and be able to purchase beer at market cost. This will 

increase the variety of beer on offer to consumers, and allow licensees to stock locally 

produced, high quality beers.  

While there are examples of tenanted outlets stocking more brands per outlet than free 

trade accounts, this is an abuse of the data. Tenanted outlets are typically larger outlets 

with a throughput on beer that is 2.3x greater per outlet than a free trade account.  

A major contributing factor to brand proliferation in tenanted outlets has been the „crowding 

out‟ of Tennent‟s Lager on the bar, with PUBCO‟s looking to place as many other options 

(typically not Scottish owned brands) into their Scottish outlets in order to weaken 

Tennent‟s Lager sales.  

The legislation regarding a Market Rent Only option (MRO) is designed to help and protect 

the tenant by giving them access to market pricing and a broader range of products.  

Through the provision of the MRO Option, tenants could reduce the costs of drinks, goods 

and services considerably as they will be able to purchase them on the open market. 

Due to decreased rent and goods costs for tied tenants under a Code and with caps on 

increases in tied goods and services and provision of the MRO Option, tied tenants will be 

able to pass on cost savings to consumers. 

8. The Bill proposes that tenants should have the right to stock at least one guest 

beer at any time, irrespective of the terms of their contract. What impact would 

this have? 

The public are often frustrated when unable to get the beer of their choice in their local pub 

We believe that it is right that tenants can stock at least one guest beer, not only for 

businesses such as ourselves, other Scottish brewers and also for tenants keen to offer the 

best pub environment and, more importantly, for the general public who demand and 

deserve choice.  

We also hope that the bills aim to increase the availability of guest beers will mean that all 

Scottish brewers will be able to sell more to PUBCO outlets. 

9. The Bill proposes that the office of Pub Code Adjudicator will be funded through 

a levy on pub-owning companies in scope of the code. The Financial 

Memorandum estimates that annual costs for pub-owning businesses will be 

around £6,000 to £86,700 depending on size. The Committee would welcome 

any views of these estimates (and the assumptions around the volume of work 

for the office of the Pub Code Adjudicator) and the funding model. 

As with the Pubs Code Adjudicator for England and Wales, the establishment and running 

costs of the Adjudicator‟s office should be paid for through a levy on the pub owning 

https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Bills/Tied%20Pubs%20(Scotland)%20Bill/SPBill62FMS052020.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/S5_Bills/Tied%20Pubs%20(Scotland)%20Bill/SPBill62FMS052020.pdf
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companies which the Scottish Code and Adjudicator would govern and through fines and 

penalties imposed. 

This is an entirely proportionate measure, which provides financial motivation for pub 

owning companies to avoid breaching the Code, thus incurring financial penalties from the 

Adjudicator (which CAMRA is proposing that the Adjudicator should have the power to 

impose). 

10. Do you have any other comments on the Bill?  

It has already been accepted by the Westminster Government that the tied model can be 

unfair and open to abuse – requiring intervention on the grounds of equity and fairness. 

This has been accepted as fact, and acted on accordingly, we are seeking similar 

legislative protections for PUBCO tenants in Scotland as their counterparts in the same 

multiple pub groups in the rest of GB. 


